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Big scores in IBHL action show off point getters talents

	The teams have played five games each in the Inglewood Ball Hockey League and Georger's Arena Sports are still dominating.

Last Tuesday's action was another example as they posted the most lop-sided win of the evening, at the expense of Ron's Tire

Discounters.

Carney Plumbing 5

Caledon Hills Cycling 2

The veteran squad of Carney Plumbing let the young guns of Caledon Hills know that age isn't a deterrent in this game as they

notched a decisive win.

The first frame saw Carney go out to a three-goal lead with Mark Varnell, Ryan Zimmerman and Jordan Rothfuchs finding the back

of the twine tent. Helpers were from the sticks of Will Crowe, Todd Elson as well as Jordan and David Rothfuchs. The second

period saw Crowe pot his first of the season on his triumphant return from injury to give the Carney crew a 4-0 lead, Jordan

Rothfuchs added another for the winning side as well as an assist. Caledon Hills wouldn't be shut out though, as Kelvin Young

sniped one past Carney's keeper from Goalie Mike Drew to break the bid at the end of the second. Caledon Hills Cycling would add

another in the third from Albert Bettridge, with helpers going to Kyle Dalcin and Daniel Mulhern, while keeping Carney from the

board.

George's Arena Sports 9

Ron's Tire Discounters 1

George's continued on their roll earning yet another win, but failing to get the goose-egg for their keeper.

Point getters for George's were Jake Lake, Joey Lemos, Adam Biastrocci, Shawn Alonto, Andy Sant, Mike Desmarais, Matt

McNally, Jozef Neu, and Travis Watts. Taylor Elkins (unassisted) was the lone goal getter for the Tire pit and spoiled the shut-out

bid.

Mr. Handyman 7

We Are Creative 3

The last game had the makings of a tight match, as neither team could solve the other's keepers in the first period.

As the game approached the midway point of the second, the flood gates opened for Mr. Handyman and they went on to bulge the

bin four times with Sunny Dillhon, Matt Chiarantano (with a pair) and Justin Fiorino earning the markers and Mike Volpe, Luigi

D'Agostino, Nick Stabili and Anthony Villari getting the helpers. We Are Creative netted one in the second to try to make a game of

it when Matt Geiser from Michael Spagnuolo lessened the gap. The final frame saw Mr. Handyman net three more to seal the deal

with Villari, Fiorino and Dillhon doing the damage and Fiorino, Chris Della Mora and Matt Scida lending a hand. We Are did net a

pair in the third to make a game of it with John West-Carvalho from Geiser, and Anthony Fera from Steven DeFrancesco answering

the call.
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